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Abstract 
We give an axiomatic characterization of n-fold delooping constructions that leads to unique- 
ness theorems for these constructions. Such a result implies that if W and FV’ are any two 
n-fold delooping constructions and X is an &-space, then the n-fold deloopings KC and W’X 
are weakly homotopy equivalent. In particular, the n-fold delooping constructions of May and 
Segal are equivalent. 
0. Introduction 
The question of uniqueness, up to equivalence, of deloopings of n-fold loop spaces 
breaks up naturally into three cases depending on the degree of homotopy commuta- 
tivity present. The uniqueness of infinite loop space machines was proven by May and 
Thomason [ 131 and that of l-fold deloopings by Thomason [ 151. In [9] Fiedorowicz 
gave an axiomatic characterization of classifying space constructions on monoids which 
leads to another proof of the uniqueness of l-fold deloopings. The present paper es- 
tablishes uniqueness for n-fold delooping machines when 2 I n < co. In this case 
however there is an additional and significant difficulty that does not arise in the cases 
n = 1,co. This will be discussed below. 
In Sections 1 and 2 we give an axiomatic characterization of l-fold delooping 
machines based in part on Fiedorowicz’ characterization of classifying space con- 
structions on monoids [9]. The resulting uniqueness theorems (2.14 and 2.15) include 
Thomason’s [15;2.5], and allow a simpler proof of the equivalence of the May and 
Segal l-fold delooping machines. In Sections 3 and 4 we will use uniqueness for 
l-fold machines to establish our first uniqueness theorem for n-fold delooping machines, 
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Theorem 4.11. This is much easier to do using the approach to 1 -fold uniqueness pre- 
sented here than with the previous approaches. The idea behind Theorem 4.11 is best 
explained with a familiar example, Segal’s l-fold delooping machine ~?8 = (B,~,QE) 
on LI”P[S], the category of special simplicial spaces. Thus, B is the geometric real- 
ization functor, A: F -+ d”P[S] is Segal’s loop functor, VX: X + /IBX is a natural 
group completion and EY: BAY --) Y is a natural transformation (see Example 2.8). By 
applying B and n levelwise to a multi-simplicial space we obtain an n-fold delooping 
machine %, = (B,,&,~,,E,) on (@‘)“[S], the category of n-simplicial spaces that 
are special in each simplicial degree. Thus B, is the geometric realization f%nctor on 
n-simplicial spaces and ,4, : 9 -+ (A”P)n[~] is the n-fold iterate of LI. 
More generally, if % is an A, operad and @ its associated category of operators 
augmented over A”P [15], then we can speak of l-fold delooping machines on @[F], 
the category of@-spaces (Definition 2.2). As for Segal’s machine we can construct the 
nth iterate of a l-fold machine, thus obtaining an n-fold delooping machine on @^“[F], 
the category of @-spaces. By iterating the equivalences arising from l-fold uniqueness 
it is immediate that any two machines which are n-fold iterates are equivalent. The 
n-fold iterates are one important source of n-fold delooping machines, but there are 
n-fold delooping machines on @[F] that are not the nth iterate of any l-fold machine. 
Theorem 4.11 states that any two n-fold delooping machines on @[9] are equivalent 
and hence applies to noniterative machines as well. Also Segal’s machine g” can be 
viewed as an n-fold machine on @‘[F] (by Proposition 4.9) and thus is equivalent to 
any n-fold machine on @‘[F]. 
Our second uniqueness result, Theorem 4.12, applies to the May family of n-fold 
delooping machines. If 9 is any operad that detects n-fold loop spaces (e.g. 9 = W,,, 
the n-cubes operad) and 9 its category of operators over F the category of finite sets 
[13], then we can consider n-fold delooping machines on g[F]], the category of - 
spaces (Definition 4.2). In Theorem 4.12 we show that given an equivalence of operads 
9 --+ W,,, any two n-fold delooping machines on g[F] are equivalent. In particular, 
May’s n-fold machine on g.[F-] (Example 4.6) regarded as an n-fold machine on 
?@F] is equivalent to any other n-fold machine on g[F]. 
One of the main results of this paper is that the n-fold delooping machines of 
May and Segal are equivalent, or more generally that any machine in the May fam- 
ily of machines is equivalent to any one in the Segal family. In more explicit terms 
we wish to compare n-fold machines defined on ??,JF] with those defined on ‘@[F]. 
It is here we encounter the difficulties mentioned above that do not arise when 
n= l,c0. 
The May and Segal machines are linked by a chain of maps that are built from the 
morphism spaces of categories of operators. If W is an A, (respectively E,) operad, 
then the morphism spaces of @ (respectively 5) are discrete up to homotopy, i.e. 
have contractible components. This is fundamental in showing that the above maps are 
equivalences and hence basic to the uniqueness theorems of [ 131 and [ 151. 
In our case (2 5 n < cm) we are comparing machines defined on the categories 
@i;ln[F] and %?‘,[F]. One of the main steps in proving a uniqueness theorem here is 
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showing these categories are E,,-equivalent (Definition 0). Roughly this means there 
are functors between the two categories that preserve the homotopy type of an object, 
and this allows us to take a delooping machine defined on one of the categories and 
regard it as a machine on the other category. Establishing this presents two problems 
not occurring for n = 1,oc. First, the categories of operators are of different types, 
one augmented over (A’P)“, the other over %. Second, the homotopy types of the 
morphism spaces are not the same; for @in the morphism spaces have contractible 
components while those for ??,, have the homotopy types of products of configuration 
spaces. Intuitively, we think of a @-space or a q,,-space as a space with n different 
A, structures suitably interrelated so as to form an E,, structure (i.e. n-fold loop 
structure). Moreover, the degree of complexity of interrelation, or mixing, of the A, 
structures is determined by the homotopy type of the morphism spaces. Thus, the A, 
structures of a @i “-space are minimally mixed (in fact are visibly separate) whereas 
those of a ??,,-space are more intertwined due to the more complicated homotopy type 
of configuration spaces. This indicates the difficulty in comparing the two kinds of 
structures. 
In order to deal with these problems we introduce a third category of E,,-spaces 
based on the operad wi@“, the tensor p roduct of n copies of @i as constructed in [7]. 
The tensor product construction has a universal property that determines a map of 
operads cz : %‘,@ + %‘,, and it is shown in [7] that CI is an equivalence of operads. It 
follows easily that the categories %,@“[%_I and gn[%] are En-equivalent (Proposition 
3.9). Finally in Proposition 3.10 we show that the categories @ “[%I and G’y[%] 
are En-equivalent. The proof of 3.10 (deferred to Section 5) is fairly difficult and 
quite technical. The source of the difficulty is the different homotopy types of the 
morphism spaces of @t n and ‘Z,““. The advantage of replacing G??,, by wi”” is that 
the tensor product construction makes it possible to separate the A, structures of a 
G??,@“-space. 
With these results and Theorems 4.11 and 4.12 it is easy to show that the May and 
Segal n-fold delooping machines are equivalent. The details are given at the end of 
Section 4. 
There is a purely formal aspect in proving uniqueness theorems (see Remark 2.16) 
that is related to the notion of E,,-equivalence mentioned above. A class of equivalences 
in a category d is a class d of morphisms of d that is closed under composition and 
contains all isomorphisms. Recall that the category of fractions .&[&‘I has the same 
objects as d and a morphism from a to b is a chain of morphisms of & connecting 
a and b such that all morphisms directed towards a are in 8. These morphisms are 
denoted a - b. Composition is defined by juxtaposition of chains and the composi- 
tion in J&. It is also required that each identity of LzZ[~-‘] is an identity (same object) 
of d via the obvious functor & + @‘[de’1, and for a + b in d both composites 
a 4 b + a and b - a --) b are identities. A morphism a -b in G’[&‘] is an 
equivalence if each morphism in the chain is in 8. 
If d and B are categories with classes of equivalences bi and 82 respectively, let 
[&‘,B] denote the category of functors F : JZ? -+ g such that F(bl ) c 82. The class 
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of all natural transformations in [&,@I whose component morphisms are in 82 is a 
class of equivalences in [&‘,g] which will also be denoted by 82. Thus, we have the 
category [&, @][S;‘]. 
Definition 0. (i) Let F : d -+ 93 and G : 23 -+ d be mnctors that preserve the classes 
bi. We say (F, G) is a fractional adjoint pair if there are natural transformations 
q : Id - GF in [&,J%‘][&;~] and E : FG - Id in [g,g][&;‘] such that the 
diagrams commute 
F’I 
F- FGF G”GGFG 
EF GE 
in the respective categories of fractions. We shall refer to the equations aF o Fq = id 
and GE o yG = id as the unit and counit identities, respectively. 
(ii) F: d + $9 is called an E-equivalence if 
(a) q: Id - GF and a: FG - Id are equivalences. 
(b) The counit identity GE o yG = id holds. (We do not require the unit identity 
to hold.) 
Categories d and ~2’ are E-equivalent if there is a chain of E-equivalences con- 
necting them. We use the term E,,-equivalent when the categories being considered are 
categories of E,,-spaces. 
F and G determine fiurctors F: &‘[&,‘I + 5#[b;‘] and ??: g[b,‘] + &‘[&,‘I. 
Then (F, G) an adjoint pair implies (F, G) a fractional adjoint pair which in turn implies 
-- 
(F, G) an adjoint pair, and no implication is reversible. The proofs of the uniqueness 
Theorems 2.15 and 4.11 depend on the existence of a l-fold delooping machine which 
is a fractional adjoint pair. Such a machine is constructed in Example 2.9. Adjointness 
in the categories of fractions is too weak to prove these theorems. 
Since the class of morphisms of d[&‘-‘1 need not be a set this construction is 
not quite a category. This causes no real difficulty since our arguments are car- 
ried out within a set of morphisms. Working in these “categories” of fractions al- 
lows us to replace horrendously large commutative diagrams in d by more man- 
ageable commutative diagrams. This greatly simplifies the proofs of the uniqueness 
theorems. 
Finally, we discuss how our results apply to other n-fold delooping constructions. 
In [3] Boardman and Vogt constructed an n-fold delooping of a space that admits 
an action by the n-cubes PROP. In view of the relation between PROPS and operads, 
[l; Section 2.31, this data determines an n-fold delooping machine on gn[Y-] and hence 
is equivalent to May’s machine by Theorem 4.12. This is the case of greatest interest, 
but the result can be generalized to other PROPS. For example those PROPS that come 
from operads equivalent to w,,. 
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Another n-fold delooping construction was given by Cobb in [4]. He constructs a 
category of En-spaces (called P,,-spaces there) and an n-fold delooping functor W. 
It is not difficult to construct a functor from Cobb’s P,-spaces to (d”P>“[S] and an 
equivalence between W and Segal’s n-fold delooping functor B,. 
In [8] some n-fold delooping constructions for categories with an E,, structure were 
given. The results of this paper can be applied to establish uniqueness theorems for 
the categorical deloopings of [8]. 
We assume throughout that all spaces are compactly generated, weak Hausdorff 
with nondegenerate basepoint; the category of spaces is denoted 9. An equivalence 
in F is a weak homotopy equivalence. We will consider operads with and without 
permutations. Thus, a non C A, operad is an operad %? without permutations such 
that each Q’(j) is contractible, [lo; Section 31. We assume that all non C A, operads 
satisfy the following condition. 
Lifting Condition: Let %? be a non C A M operad and suppose given the follow- 
ing data. There are elements cl, c2 E V(2) and paths ~(1, a2 : I 4 %T( 1) such that 
at(O) = y(ct; l,O), @2(O) = y(c~;O, 1) and crt(l) = ~(1) = 1 E V(1). Then %? satisfies 
the lifting condition if ~(1, ~2 restricted to [0, 1) lift to /3i,/$ : [0, 1) + V(2), i.e. 
y@(t); 1,0) = al(t) and y@(t);O, 1) = aZ(t) for 0 5 t < 1. 
The trivial A, operad J.@ and the l-cubes operad %?t both satisfy the lifting condition. 
The condition can also be arranged in some cases. It is needed to ensure that certain 
cofibration conditions hold; specifically that the functor CX of Definition 1.6 satisfies 
the pullback condition of Definition 1.1. 
We make heavy use of the two-sided bar construction B(F, CJ) of [lo; Section 93. 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with this and the basic material concerning 
operads, [lo]. Some familiarity with [ 131 and [ 151 would also be useful. 
1. Categories of Am-spaces 
In this section we define various types of input data for delooping machines. All 
operads we consider here will be non Z A, operads. 
Let A denote the simplicial category with objects the ordered sets n = (0, 1,. . . ,n}, 
n > 0 and morphisms 4: m -+ n the nondecreasing maps. We say #‘P E A“p(n,m) is 
a projection if +(j - 1) = 4(j) - 1 for 1 5 j 5 m; it is said to be an injection if 4 
is onto and effective if 4(O) = 0 and 4(m) = n. 
Let Ii’ G A”P be the subcategory generated by the injections and projections. Define 
projections rc;” : n --+ 1 by 7ci( 1) = i, 1 5 i 5 n and injections Sj = a? : n - 1 + n, 
0 5 j 5 n - 1, where a, is the standard codegeneracy. 
Definition 1.1. A D-space is a fimctor X: I7 -+ F satisfying: 
(i) x(n) = (T$~):,~ : X(n) + X(l)n is an equivalence, n 2 1. 
(ii) X(O) = * and for 0 5 i 5 j 5 n - 1, the diagrams 
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X(n-1) s, X(4 
I 
s/ 
I 
s,+, 
X(n) s, X(n+l) 
are pullbacks with all maps cofibrations. 
X is said to be special when (i) holds and proper when (ii) 
of II-spaces is a natural transformation f : X + Y and f is an 
holds. A morphism 
equivalence if each 
component map f(n) is an equivalence. The category of II-spaces is denoted II[s]. 
Lemma 1.2. There is an adjoint pair of functors R: F + Ii’[F] and T: IZ[F] -+ F 
such that the unit and counit are equivalences, 
Proof. If Y is a space define RY : ll + F by RY(n) = Y” and for @‘P : n -+ m, 
RY(@P): Y” + Ym by (y,,...,y,) - (zi , . . . ,zm), where zj = y+(,) if &j - 1) = 
4(j) - 1 and z, = * if &j - 1) = 4(j). R is defined on maps in the obvious way, 
and T is defined on objects by TX = X( 1). 
The counit is id : TRY + Y and the unit is the map rc : X + RTX of Definition 1.1. 
Definition 1.3. If V is an operad, the associated category of operators @ 
topological category with the same objects as A”P and with morphism spaces 
is the 
There rj = 4(j) - 4(j - 1). For (@P;ci,. . .,c,) E @(n,m) and ($‘+‘;dl,. . .,d,) E 
%? (p, n), composition is defined by 
where Ij = {i: ~$(j - 1) < i 5 4(j)} and with the di in their natural order. 
Any map of operads v : 5% -+ 9 induces a functor v : g -+ 5 given by v(@‘; cl,. . . , 
cm) = (PP; V(Cl), . . ., v(c,)). There are operads 4 and 9 with .M( j) = *, j 2 0, and 
9(O) = * = 9(l), S(j) = 8 for j > 2. Then 2 = A”P, 5 = II and the (unique) 
maps of operads 9 & %? --+ _~4! induce functors II-+ 6? + A“!‘. 
Definition 1.4. A g-space is a continuous fimctor X: @ + F whose restriction to II 
is a II-space. A morphism of @-spaces is a natural transformation and the category 
of @?-spaces is denoted S??[f]. We say a morphism of g-spaces is an equivalence if 
each component map is an equivalence in I. 
Example 1.5. @-spaces generalize the W-spaces of [lo] in the following sense. If 
(Y, 0) is a g-space, then the IT-space RY is a @-space as follows. 
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A morphism (#‘P;ci,..., c,) E @(n,m) induces a map Y” --+ Y” defined by 
(Yl, . . . . Ye) - (zi ,..., zm) where z, = 0i(c,;y$(i-i)+t T-.-T y@(j)). In fact any (8 
structure on RY extending the usual n-space structure arises in this way from the 
V structure on Y obtained by regarding 5$(n) as contained in @(n, 1); c E Q?(n) 
corresponds to (@P; c) where @‘P : n -+ 1 is effective. Thus, the category of ‘+?- 
spaces can be regarded as a subcategory of the category of %‘-spaces. Moreover 
any @-space X is equivalent to one of the form RY with Y a g-space (Proposi- 
tion 1.9). This fact enables us to extend any delooping machine from %-spaces to G?- 
spaces. 
A fundamental construction in May’s theory of iterated loop spaces is the monad 
C: y + r associated to an operad 5%‘. The following definition extends this construc- 
tion to II-spaces. 
Definition 1.6. The monad c: Il[s] + ZI[s] associated to @ is defined on objects 
by 
2X(*) = u @(n,m) x X(n)/ -, 
?I>0 
where - is the relation ((@‘P; c) o t,@‘,x) N ((VP; c),@‘x) for (@‘;c) E @?(n,m), 
I,@’ E ZI(p,n) and x E X(p). 
The monad structure is defined as follows. For m fixed composition in @ gives maps 
@(n,m) x EX(n) + ?X(m) which induce P(M): ??X(,) -+ EX(lt2). For x E X(m), 
let q(m)(x) = (1,x) E CX(m), where 1 is the identity in @(m,m). We obtain maps of 
II-spaces p: C&X -+ CX and q : X --) ?X which give ? the structure of a monad. 
As in [13, Section 51, the spaces CX(m) can be constructed by iterated pushouts 
and this yields the following basic properties. 
Lemma 1.7. (i) If f : X + Y is an equivalence of II-spaces, then ?f: EX + ?Y is 
also an equivalence. 
(ii) For any space Y, (eRY)(l) 2 CY and 7~ : ?RY + RT?RY E RCY is an 
isomorphism of U-spaces. 
(iii) If v : % + 9 is a map of A, operads, then vX: ??X -+ 5X is an equivalence 
for any II-space X. 
It can be shown using Lemma 1.7 that CX is a II-space if X is a U-space. Also it 
is immediate from the definition that ?X is the free @-space on the II-space X. 
Recall from [lo, Section 21 that there is an isomorphism of categories %[y] E 
C[F] which is the identity on underlying spaces, where C[r] is the category of 
C-algebras. Similarly, if C[y] is the category of C-algebras, then we have an isomor- 
phism @[y] 2 ?[5], the identity on underlying II-spaces. This allows us to identify 
the notions of @-space and ?-algebra. 
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Proposition 1.8. Let v : 93 -+ 9 be a map of A, operads. 
(i) The categories @[F] and %[F] are El-equivalent. 
(ii) The categories 9?[F] and 9[F] are El-equivalent. 
Proof. The two statements are proved by essentially the same argument so we only 
give details for (i). 
We need to define functors v, : @[F] + %[F] and v* : %[F] --f @[.F] and 
also natural transformations q: Id - v*v, and E: v*v* - Id. In the notation of 
Definition 0, F = v, and G = v*. 
Since 5 is a 2‘-functor via v : e -+ 5 we can define 2X = B@, 2,X) for X E 
6&y]. If Y is a g-space let v*Y = Y regarded as a %-space by pullback along 
v: @ -+ 5,. The functors v, and v* preserve equivalences by Lemma 1.7. 
Let +X and EY be given by 
The maps Oy, EY are always equivalences, [lo, Section 91, and the maps B(v, 1, l), 
B( 1, v, 1) are equivalences by Lemma 1.7. It remains to verify the counit identity. This 
follows from the commutative diagram: 
V’Y - B(mJ’Y) 
\I 
- v*B(i?,&*Y) 
I 
v*y - v*l@,fi Y) 
\I v*y 
The map across the top is r]v* Y, the vertical map is v*cY and it follows that v*sY o 
nv*Y=id. 0 
Let % be an A, operad and let G : F + V be a C-fimctor in the category V, 
[IO, Section 91. It is easy to check that RCT is a monad in ZI[s] and that GT is a 
RCT-fimctor in Y. Furthermore, &t : e + ?RT = RCT is a morphism of monads 
and hence GT is a ?-functor in Y by pullback along 271. 
Proposition 1.9. Let % be an A, operad. The categories g[F] and W[F] are 
El -equivalent. 
Proof. Let R: V[Y] + @[F] be the functor of Example 1.5 and define Tw: g[Y] + 
59[F] by TV(X) = B(CT, 2,X). 
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Define natural transformations 7: Id - RTv and E: TwR - Id by 
?jX: X E B(e,?,X) “=?B(RCT,Z‘,X) = RB(CT,e,X) 
EY:B(CT,C,RY)=B(C,C,Y)s Y. 
The remainder of the proof is similar to that of Proposition 1.8. 0 
Let A4ons denote the usual category of monoids in r. We are going to define a 
category of monoids Monsp in g[y] and show it is equivalent to Mow. We also 
show that any V-space is equivalent to an object of Mona. 
Definition 1.10. Let %? be an A, operad and X a @-space. X is a monoid in @[F] 
if TX =X( 1) is a monoid in y, hence a g-space, and n : X + RTX is an isomorphism 
of @-spaces. We let Monv be the full subcategory of g[S] with these monoids as 
objects. 
Remark. If f : X + Y is any @-map of monoids in @[y], then f is isomorphic 
via rc to RTf and it is easy to check that Tf = f (1) : X( 1) + Y( 1) is a monoid 
homomorphism. This justifies taking Monv to be a full subcategory. 
Proposition 1.11. Let v: V + ~.4 be the unique map of opera& 
(i) v* : MonA -+ Mane is an isomorphism of categories. 
(ii) The adjoint pair (T,R) determines an adjoint equivalence of the categories 
Mend and Many. 
Proof. For (i) it is enough to observe that for any X in Menu, K : X + RTX is in 
fact an isomorphism in A4onA. 
(ii) is immediate from the definitions. 0 
Proposition 1.12. If g is an A, operad, then the categories @[S] and Mow are 
El -equivalent. 
Proof. This is immediate from Propositions 1.8, 1.9 and 1.11, but we give a di- 
rect construction that is more economical and will also simplify several arguments in 
Section 2. 
Let S : Monw + @[F] be the inclusion and define r : @[F] -+ Mow by TX = 
R&MT, 2,X). Let q be the composite natural transformation 
X E RB(CT, ?,X) + RB(MT, 2,X) = STX 
where the second map is RB(vT, 1, l), v : % -+ A and !i is the transformation of 
Proposition 1.9. 
For Y E Mona the isomorphisms Y s RTY and ERY %’ RCY induce isomor- 
phisms TSY = RB(MT, ?, SY) % RB(MT, e, SRTY) S RB(M, C, TY) and we define the 
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transformation E by 
KSY~RB(M,C,TY)4B(M,M,TY)R~RZY~Y 
where the first map is RB( 1, v, 1). 
We leave it to the reader to verify that (r, S, q, E) is an El-equivalence. 0 
In the next section we will need the axiomatic characterization of classifying space 
constructions on Mans given by Fiedorowicz in [9]. Let C: Y + F be the suspension 
timctor. 
Definition 1.13. A classifying space construction on Mans is a pair (W, z), where 
W : Mon.97 + 5 is a functor and 1 : ZM - WM is a natural transformation 
satisfying: 
(i) W preserves equivalences. 
(ii) If M is a simplicial monoid, then there is a natural equivalence 1 WM 1 - 
W IM 1 compatible with 1 up to homotopy. 
(iii) If J is a discrete free monoid, then WJ is an Eilenberg-MacLane space K(G, 1) 
and the adjoint of 1 
J+s2CJ 
szl - QWJ 
induces group completion on rco. 
These axioms are obviously homotopy invariant and it is shown in [9] that the 
classifying space construction B and May’s construction B(C, Cl, -) both satisfy the 
axioms. The following theorem is the main uniqueness result of [9]. 
Theorem 1.14 (Fiedorowicz[9]). If (W, ) . i is a classifying space construction, then 
there is a natural equivalence i: W -B such that the diagram 
CM 
1 
/\ 
1 
i 
WM-BM 
homotopy commutes. 
Remark 1.15. In Section 2 we will encounter @-spaces X for which degeneracies 
si : X(n - 1) -+ X(n) are not cofibrations but the remaining conditions of Definition 
1.1 hold, i.e. X is an improper g-space. This is remedied by constructing a fknctor 
o from improper @-spaces to @-spaces such that OX N X. 
Regard the unit interval I as a monoid with multiplication s . t = min{s, t} and 
basepoint 1. OX is the sub @-space of RI x X defined as follows. If t+!P* : n--+mis 
an injection in n let 
A~p={(tl,...,tm,~)~Zm xX(m): xEImt/‘* and tj= 0 iff $(j)#$(j- 1)). 
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Now let ox(m) = lJtiT APT with the union taken over all injections t+W’: n + m for 
n 2 0. The projection rX: WX + X is an equivalence and OX satisfies the conditions 
of Definition 1.1. 
2. Uniqueness of l-fold delooping machines 
If V is an A,-operad and X is a @-space, then the @ equivalence of Proposition 1.12 
X - TX induces an isomorphism of monoids z&X 2 rc,JX, where rc& denotes 
the set of path components of the underlying space TX = X( 1). A @-space X is called 
grouplike if rc& is a group. This is invariant under change of operads in the following 
sense. 
Proposition 2.1. Let v: %? -+ 9 be a map of A, operads. Then the functors v, and 
v* of Proposition 1.8 preserve grouplike spaces. 
Definition 2:2. (i) Let 2 = CT, the suspengon fhnctor on U-spaces. A delooping 
fuwtor on W [F] is a continuous functor W: W[F] ---) F and a natural transformation 
1 : C - W such that W preserves equivalences and (W, z) restricted to Mona = 
Many is a classifying space construction. 
(ii) A loop functor in @[F] is a continuous fimctor L: F + @[F] that preserves 
equivalences and satisfies: 
(a) LY = Lye, where YO is the component of the basepoint. 
(b) LY is a grouplike g-space. 
(iii) A delooping machine on @[F] is a pair (W,L) as above together with 
natural transformations u] : Id - LW and E : Wl - Id such that WV and 
LE are equivalences. q is called a (nonabelian) group completion when WV is an 
equivalence. 
- -- 
Definition 2.3. Let 9’” = ( W, L, q, E) and W = ( W, L, f, E) be delooping machines on - 
@[F]. W is equivalent o W if there are natural equivalences 5 : W -7 and 
p:L -L such that the diagram commutes 
Id 
r 
/ \_ 
T 
r 
LW- LW 
where 5 =zYopW = pvoL[. 
Remarks. (i) All of the above can be defined for W-spaces with only minor changes. 
Thus we will speak of delooping machines on %[F] and so on. 
(ii) All known delooping machines W” = ( W, L, q, E) have the property that EY is an 
equivalence if Y is connected. In Definition 2.2 we have assumed the weaker condition 
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that L&Y is an equivalence for any space Y. A third possibility is to assume only that 
E is a natural transformation. We could also drop E from the definition entirely as in 
[15]. Thus we have four different definitions of delooping machine. All of the results 
of this paper are valid as stated with any of these definitions. 
The following two propositions provide general examples of delooping machines 
after which some explicit examples are given. 
Proposition 2.4. A classifying space construction (WI, 11) on Mans determines a de- 
looping functor on @?[F] for any A, operad 9?. 
Proof. Recall the equivalence q: Id - r of Proposition 1.12. Let W = WI TZ and 
define 1 to be the composite natural transformation 
It is immediate that (W, t) is a delooping ftmctor. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Any delooping machine w = (W,L, QE) on %?[F] determines a
delooping machine ?? = (@,x,?j,?) on g [F]. Zf -ly satisfies the counit identity, 
then so does %? 
Proof. Recall the equivalences 7: Id - RTq and E: TvR - Id of Proposition 
1.9. Let @ = WTw and 2 = RL with ?, z the composites 
It is straightforward to check that % is a delooping machine and satisfies the counit 
identity. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let ?P’” = (W,L, n,~) where W :@[F] + y is a delooping jiinctor, 
L: F + @[F] is a loop functor with n: Id +--LWand E: WL - Id natural 
transformations. 
(i) Zf -W satis$es the counit identity, then nL is an equivalence if and only tf LE 
is an equivalence. 
(ii) Zf w satisfies the unit identity, then Wn is an equivalence tf and only if EY is 
an equivalence for Y connected. When these conditions hold, L&Y is an equivalence 
for any space Y. 
Proof. The first statement is obvious, so we prove the second. 
Suppose w satisfies the unit identity, i.e. eWX o WnX = 1 m for X E @[F]. Thus, 
we need to show EWX is an equivalence for X E %[F] if and only if EY is an 
equivalence for Y connected. 
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To prove the “if’ part it suffices to show WX is connected. Since W restricted to 
Mona is a classifying space construction, Theorem 1.14 provides a natural equivalence 
Wv*R -B, whe? v: Q? --+ Jkla and R: A4ony = &[F] + 2[F]. By Propositions 
1.11 and 1.12 any %? -space X is equivalent to v*RG with G a monoid. Then WX N 
Wv*RG N BG is connected. 
For the converse let IY denote the monoid of Moore loops on Y and let 5 = RI: 
F -+ z[F]. The standard map E: BAY + Y is an equivalence if Y is connected, [12, 
Section 151. Thus, the composite 
aY: wv*iiy - BAY + Y 
is an equivalence if Y is connected. By naturality of c1 we have EY o KLuY = aY o 
EWV*~Y with the maps other than EY equivalences, so EY is also an equivalence for 
Y connected. 0 
Example 2.7. May’s delooping machine on %i[F]. 
Recall from [lo] May’s delooping machine Wi = (B(Z, Cl, -), 52, yll, ~1) on Vi- 
spaces where Wi is the (non C) little intervals operad. The extension of this machine 
to @i[y] is immediate from Proposition 2.5, but a direct construction is preferable 
since the resulting machine is simpler. 
Regarding Sz as a functor y + gi[y], define a loop functor by 6 = RQ : F + 
@[F]. Let ~1: Cl -+ f2C be the map of monads of [lo, Section 51. (f,G) is an adjoint 
pair and the composite 
cr:~,-C,RT=RC,TRt(‘TRSZCT=~2. 
&I - 
is a map of monads in ZI[s]. It follows that 2 is a Ci-functor and we can define a 
delooping fiurctor W = B(i%, El, -). The natural transformation z : if - W is given 
by inclusion of 0-simplices. 
The transformations q and E are the composites 
A.-. h 
EY: B(Z,Cl,QY) = B(C,Cl,SIY) 4 Y 
where 2 = B(cx, I,1 ) and y is the equivalence of [ 10,12.3]. It remains to check that 
W = (B(z, EI, -),~,v,E) is a delooping machine. This follows easily from the corre- 
sponding properties for May’s machine Wi on %i[y]. Alternatively, it is straightfor- 
ward to show that W is equivalent to the delooping machine ?& associated to “w; by 
Proposition 2.5, hence W is also a delooping machine. 
Finally, we note that W satisfies the counit identity since it is satisfied by W’i. 
Example 2.8. Segal’s delooping machine on D’P[S]. 
Let B denote the geometric realization functor d”P[S] ---) r andEi the classifying 
space fimctor, so that BI = B o R, where R : Mony = A?[S] + A?[9]. A natural 
transformation 1: 2 - B is given by the usual map CX( 1) +I X I. (B, E) restricted 
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to monoids is the usual bar construction (Bi, ri) a classifying space construction by [9, 
Section 81. 
Let A,, denote the standard n-simplex and An,0 the quotient obtained by identifying 
all vertices to a point taken as basepoint. There is a functor A + F defined on objects 
by n - An,0 and hence a contravariant functor K: A”P + F. If F(Z, Y) is the space 
of based maps from Z to Y, then let XY = F(-, Y) OK. AY is not a proper simplicial 
space in general, so we define a loop functor A = ~2: F + A”P[S] where w is 
the Cmctor of Remark 1.15. Now rc : /IY + RT/1Y is an equivalence by [ 15,2.3], so 
the same is true for AY (recall WX N X). SinceAY( 1) = QY, we see thatjl preserves 
equivalences and JY is grouplike and hence A also has these properties. In order to 
define the natural transformations n and e we recall from [ 15, Section 21 that (&A) is 
an adjoint pair with unit and counit denoted by 17 and E. Define v and E by 
r/x:x&ox~%siBx 
EY:B~Y*=B~~Y 5 Y 
where r : o + Id is the natural equivalence of Remark 1.15. 
Now B and A are not adjoint, but an observation crucial to the uniqueness theo- 
rems of this section is that Segal’s machine g = (B,_~,v,E) satisfies the unit identity, 
EBX o BqX = id (exercise). In order to show B is a delooping machine we need to 
show that BqX and AeY are equivalences and by Lemma 2.6 (ii) it suffices to show 
EY is an equivalence for Y connected. 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.6 we have a natural equivalence E: B6Y -+ Y for Y 
connected, where 5 = RJ: F -+ A”P[F] is the Moore loop functor. Let p: 5 + 2 
be the adjoint of X, i.e. p = ~~o?j~. Now SY is a grouplike Aor-space so 7jGY is an 
equivalence by [12, 8.71. Hence for Y connected pY is an equivalence and thus the 
following commutative diagram implies EY = EY o BzJY is an equivalence: 
BoAY- 
We now easily obtain another delooping machine (B,6) which will be used in 
proving the uniqueness theorems of this section and also those in Section 4 for n-fold 
delooping machines. 
Example 2.9. Let E: B6 -+ Id be as above and define F by 
It is clear from the previous example that $ = (B, G,F,Z) is a delooping machine. 
Proposition 2.10. 5 = (B, &-;i,Z) is a fractional adjoint pair. 
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagrams in F and A”P[F] 
Brlx 
BX - BABX 4 BopBX Bc&BX= BfiBX 
EBX 
The composites along the top are ZBX o BFjX and &Y ov6Y, respectively, while the 
bottom composites are both identities (EBX o Br,rX = id is the unit identity for Segal’s 
machine). Hence, the unit and counit identities hold for 2. Cl 
We need a few preliminary results before proceeding to the proofs of the uniqueness 
theorems. 
Proposition 2.11. Let v : % -+ 9 be a map of A, operads and let #‘- and $V be 
delooping machines on @[F] and .&F], respectively. 
(i) The functors v, and v* (Proposition 1.8) determine delooping machines v,w 
on %[F] and v*?tF’ on @[F]. 
(ii) If w satisjes the unit identity, then so does v,9F and ifw’ satisfies the counit 
identity, then so does v*w’. 
-- Proof. We show this for %‘- = (W, L, n, E). Let v,“K = (WV*, v,L, n, E) where Tj, E are 
given by 
Fjx: x Jr- v*v*x Y!z v*Lwv*x 
EY: wv*v*LY w* WLY ,Ey Y 
with CI : Id - v*v, and /3 : v,v* - Id the equivalences of Proposition 1.8. It 
follows easily that v..w is a delooping machine and satisfies the unit identity if 9T 
does. 0 
Proposition 2.12. Let (W, L, QE) be a delooping machine on @[F]. Then nX : 
X - LWX is an equivalence tfX is grouplike. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.12 it sulhces to show QrX is an equivalence. In view of the 
definition of r this map has the form Rg : RM + RM’ with g a “homomorphism” 
of grouplike monoids, so it suEices to show that g is an equivalence. 
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Now WV an equivalence implies WRg is an equivalence, and WR is naturally equiv- 
alent to the bar construction B1 so that Big is an equivalence. Since A4 and M’ are 
grouplike it follows that g is an equivalence. q 
Proposition 2.13. If (W, 1) and (w,i) are delooping functors on @[F], then there is 
a natural equivalence [: W -w such that the diagram homotopy commutes 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1.14 and the natural equivalence 
X-TX. 0 
Theorem 2.14. Any two delooping machines on A”P[S] are equivalent. Thus for v : 
%? + 4 and %+‘” a delooping machine on @[Jo], v,?V is equivalent o Segal’s 
machine. 
Proof. Let W = ( W,L, q, E) be any delooping machine on A*P[.F] and recall the 
machine 2 = (B, G,e,E) from Example 2.9. Define a natural transformation ? by 
;ix:x 3-- LWX 4ix LBX 
where [: W -B is the equivalence of Theorem 2.13. Then the map 
GY E LBSY z LY 
is an equivalence by Proposition 2.12 and since ZYs is an equivalence with LZY = LZY,. 
Define p: L - 5 to be the formal inverse of this equivalence. 
It remains to show that the following diagram commutes: 
The left triangle commutes by definition of q and the other (using p-‘BX) expands 
to the commutative diagram 
Thus,TX=p-‘BXoFjX orpBXoijX=GX. 0 
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Theorem 2.15. Any two delooping machines on @?[F] are equivalent. In particular 
any machine on @[F] is equivalent o v*B’, where v : GT? + A and W is Segal’s 
machine on A”P[S]. 
Proof. Let W = ( W,L, q, E) be any delooping machine on $[r] and let v* 2 = 
-- 
( W,L,Fj, E) where 2 is the machine of Example 2.9. Then v* & satisfies the counit 
identity EE o i$ = id by Proposition 2.11. It follows from Theorem 2.14 that % is 
equivalent to v, W, so there is a natural equivalence & - v,L and thus an equiva- 
lence p: 1 = v*s2 - v*v,L -L. Define natural transformations 
;i: Id A LW p;‘w zw 
- p< -- EW 
cc: w - WLW - w. 
By Proposition 2.13 W is naturally equivalent to w and thus -fi is an equivalence. 
Since KX is connected, EIKX is an equivalence and it follows that a is an equivalence. 
To complete the proof we must show pwXo?X = VX and &.Xo~X = GX. The first 
holds by definition of ;i and the second follows from commutativity of the diagram 
-- 
-- EWX - 
LWX- LWLKY 
-i iF; 
LWp-‘KY -__ 
LWLFKY~ LKY 
FjLWX 
fix I 
piLwx 
x LWX 
y-1 wx I/ ZWX 
in which the triangle commutes since &o ij1 = Id. 0 
Remark 2.16. (i) An important special case of these theorems is that the delooping 
machines of May and Segal are equivalent when viewed as machines on A”P[F] or 
on @i[y]. 
- -- 
(ii) Given delooping machines W = ( W,L, y, E) and W = ( W, L, i&E) on @[r], 
their equivalence can be proved directly in either of the following two circumstances: 
(a) There is a natural equivalence W - w and either machine satisfies the unit 
identity (cf. 2.14). 
- 
(b) There is a natural equivalence L - 1 and either machine, say W, satisfies 
the counit identity and EY an equivalence for Y connected (cf. 2.15). 
The second of these is precisely the situation we will have for n-fold delooping 
machines in Section 4. Thus, the proof of their uniqueness is formally the same as 
Theorem 2.15. 
3. Categories of E,,-spaces 
Let {ZI”, y} denote the category of fimctors X : IF’ A F such that X(mi, . . . , 
m,) = *, if some m, = 0. For 1 5 i 5 n and r > 1 define timctors 
{nn,y} 5) {nn-1,s) 5 {nn,y} 
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by T(‘)Z = Z(- r, . . . , 
X(mf, . . . ,Gijii, . . . ,i7i,;mz 
-), where r is in the ith position and RiX(ml,. . .,m,) = 
, where Ci means delete mi. 
We write Ti instead of T,(l). Then each pair (T,,Ri) is an adjoint pair with ZRi = Id. 
In addition, we have the identities 
T!‘)R. = 
Rj-IT,(‘) if i< j, 
I / 
R T.(‘) I 1-l if j<i 
and T,(“RiX =X’, the r-fold product in {Xl”, F}. 
Define fimctors T” and R” as the composites 
Then (T”, R”) is an adjoint pair with T”R” = Id. 
If X E {P, F}, then the maps (rcy,. . . ,nip) : X(ml,. . . ,m,) -+ X(1,. . . ,I) for 
1 5 ij 5 m, define a map x : X(ml, . . . ,m,) -+ X( 1,. . . , l)m, m = l’& mj. These 
maps are the components of a natural transformation rc: X + R”T”X. 
Definition 3.1. A P-space is an object X in {P,F} satisfying: 
(i) rc : X + R”T”X is an equivalence, i.e. each component map is an equivalence 
in F; X is said to be special. 
(ii) X is proper in each variable in the sense of Definition 1.1. 
Let P[F] be the full subcategory of {ZI’,F} with objects the P-spaces and 
[ZZn, F] the full subcategory of proper objects. We note that all of the functors and 
adjunctions discussed above restrict to these subcategories. 
Definition 3.2. Let %’ be an A, operad. A @-space is a (continuous) ftmctor X : 
@ -+ F such that X restricted to Zl” is a P-space. The category of @-spaces is 
denoted @[F]. It is a full subcategory of [@,F], the category of proper functors 
5% -+ F. 
Definition 3.3. The monad ?” in [P,F] associated to the category of operators @ 
is defined on objects by 
l?X(ml ,..., m,)= IJ GF(rl,ml)x...x@(r,,m,)xX(rl,..., rn)/N 
@I,...,~“) 
where N is the relation given by 
for fj E d(r,,m,), gj E ZI(pj,rj) and x E X(pl,. ..,p,). 
The monad structure is defined just as for n = 1. Also each space eX(mi, . . . , m,) 
has a description by iterated pushouts from which it follows that ?“X is proper and 
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e preserves equivalences in [II”, %_I. However, ?“X need not be special even if X 
is special. 
Let % be the category of finite based sets with objects the ordered sets n = 
(0, 1, . . ., n}, n 2 0 and morphisms the based functions. A map f : n + m in % 
is a projection if f-‘(j) has exactly one element for 1 5 j 5 m, while injection and 
permutation have the usual meaning. Let fi G % be the subcategory generated by the 
projections, injections and permutations. Define projections p/ : n + 1, 1 I j 5 n, by 
p,(i) = 1 if j = i and pi(i) = 0 if j # i. For a fimctor X: II + % these projections 
induce maps p(n): X(n) + X( 1)“. 
Definition 3.4. A c-space is a fimctor X: fi -+ F such that: 
(i) p(n): X(n) --f X( 1)” is an equivalence (X is special). 
(ii) X(0) = * and for any injection g : n + m, the map g : X(n) -+ X(m) is a 
C(g)-equivariant cotbration (X is proper). 
A morphism of n-spaces is a natural transformation and the category of E-spaces 
is denoted @S]. 
We now explain the cofibration condition. First C(g) is the subgroup of Z, C 
%(m,m) of all permutations CJ : m -+ m such that o(Img) = Img. Restriction by 
g then determines a permutation 0’ : n -+ n such that the diagram commutes 
x(n) ’ -X(m) 
Thus, the requirement that g be a E(g)-equivariant cofibration makes sense. 
The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 1.2. 
Lemma 3.5. There is an adjoint pair of functors x: F + s[S] and T: fi[F] + F 
such that the unit and counit are equivalences. 
Proof. Define R and T on objects as follows. If Y is a space define RY: fi + 9 by 
~Y(n)=Y”andforf:n-,min~,~Y(f):Y”--,Ymby(yl,...,y,)~(zl,...,z,), 
where zj = yi if f(i) = j and zj = * otherwise. If X is a E-space let TX = X( 1). 
The remainder of the proof is similar to Lemma 1.2. 0 
Definition 3.6. Let V be an arbitrary operad with permutations. The associated cate- 
gory of operators @ is the category with the same objects as % and with morphism 
spaces 
@km) = JJ n g(rj) 
fE.F(n,m) j=l 
where rJ is the number of elements of f-‘(j). Composition is defined as in [13, 4.11. 
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- 
We note that there is an inclusion fi C q and an augmentation q + JV = % where 
JV is the operad with N(j) = * for j 2 0. 
Definition 3.7. A q-space is a continuous functor X: @ + % such that X restricted to 
n is a g-space. The category of q-spaces with morphisms the natural transformations 
is denoted @[%I. 
Let [fi,%] be the category of proper functors X: fi -+ %. The monad c in [fi,%] 
associated to g is defined just as in Definition 1.6 with ?? and 5 replacing @ and 
Ii’, respectively. If V is C-free, then the analogue of Lemma 1.7 holds for ?? and thus 
c restricts to a monad in fi[%] [13]. Also the fimctor R of Lemma 3.5 determines a 
functor R: U[%] --f @%_I as in Example 1.5. 
Convention. From now on all A, operads are assumed to be operads with permutations 
which are C-free. If G9 is such an operad, then Q? will denote the category of operators 
over A”P of the associated non Z A, operad. 
Let ?“[%I and c[%] denote the categories of e-algebras in nn[%] and C-algebras 
in fi[S], respectively. Also let [*,%_I be the category of e-algebras in [II’,%_], 
i.e. whose underlying objects need not be special. 
Proposition 3.8. There are isomorphisms of categories @[F] g ?“[F], ??[F] g 
c[F] and [@,F] g [?,S] each the identity on underlying objects. 
The following result is proved similar to Proposition 1.8. When considering cate- 
gories of E,,-spaces we use the term E,,-equivalent instead of E-equivalent. A map v 
of operads is an equivalence if each vj is a Zj-equivariant equivalence. 
Proposition 3.9. (i) If v : G?? -+ 9 is a map of A, operads, then the categories @‘[F] 
and @‘[Y] are E,,-equivalent. 
(ii) If v : $? + 52 is an equivalence of opera& then the categories @F] and 
g[F] are E-equivalent. 
(iii) Zf each W(j) is .JC,-free, then the categories GQF] and U[F] are E-equivalent. 
We next relate categories of operators over % to those over (A“P>“. First recall the 
standard fimctors Y: A”P + % and the smash product A: %“I” + %. Y is the identity 
on objects and if @’ E AOP(n,m), then Y(@P) = f, where f-‘(j) = {i: +(j - 1) < 
i 5 4(j)}, 1 5 j < m and f-‘(O) = n - Uy=, f-‘(j). 
For fi E %(pi, mi), 1 < i 5 n define f 1 A . . . A f ,, : nb, pi + I-J:=, mi by 
fl A.’ * A f .w 
C:1: Kfi(rl) - l)mi+l . . . ml + f.(m) if fi(rl) > 0, all i, = 
0 otherwise, 
where e is expressed uniquely as cyz; [(ri - l)pi+r . . . pn] + r, with 1 5 ri 5 pi. 
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Composing we obtain a functor r = AO Y’” : (A ‘P ) n + % and our goal is to generalize 
this to arbitrary operads +?. The functor r is the case %? = &, where .H( j) = Zj, j 2 0. 
To do this we will need the tensor product of operads construction from [7]. Given 
operads &i for i = l,..., n, there is an operad @r=, J@‘~ which is characterized by a 
universal property as follows. If g is an operad, an n-linear map U: (di, . . . , d,,) + 28 
consists of maps ny=i &(r,) + B(q . . . r,,) for r, 2 0 compatible with the composition 
and symmetric group actions [7, Section 11. The tensor product @&, di comes with 
an n-linear map r : (&I,. . . , d,) + @y=, di which is universal for n-linear maps 
to an operad B. For example, if %” is the n-cubes operad there is a natural n-linear 
map (%,...,%) 4 %n and hence a map of operads a : GfTl@” + W,,. It is shown in 
[7] that 0: is an equivalence of operads. This is one of the key points in showing 
that the n-fold delooping machines of May and Segal are equivalent (Section 4). In 
view of Proposition 3.9 this fact implies that the categories %i@‘[Y] and gn[Y] are 
E,,-equivalent. 
For any operad % let z : (97,. . . , U) + G@” be the universal n-linear map and define 
z:~,~byz=Ao~Y”whereY:~^~isgivenbyY(~p;c)=(Y(~p);c) 
and A : ? -+ %Pn is defined as follows. 
Let (fj;cI) E @(pj,q/) with cj = (cji,. . .) 14, c ), 1 < j 5 n, and define (fi;ci) A 
***A(fn;cn) = (fi A... Af,;di,...,&), q = r&qj, where de = r(cir,,...,cnr,) 
for 8 = CyI; [(r2 - l)qi+r . . . qn] + Tn. 
If we take %? = A?, then we get the above fimctor r : (A”P)” --+ 9 since there is 
an isomorphism of operads A@‘” g .A’” for n 2 2. The following basic result will be 
proved in Section 5. 
Theorem 3.10. Let %?I be the l-cubes operad. If n 2 2, then the categories @l”[F] 
and %‘l@“[F] are E,,-equivalent. 
We next describe an iteration procedure that when applied to a 1-foid delooping 
machine yields an-n-fold delooping machine. Suppose given functors F : {Gf ,LT} --f F 
and G : F + { %?, F}. For r 2 2, functors F(,) : { @‘, JT} + {S?-‘, F} and G(,) : 
{@^‘-‘,Y} --f {@-^‘,Y} are then defined inductively by 
T(S) 
r-l o F(,) = F(,-1) 0 T,(s), 
T,(s) o G(,, = 
G+-l) o T,(s), if s > 0, 
* if s = 0, 
where Fcl) = F and G(i) = G. We also define F, = F o F(2) o *+. o F(,,) and G,, = 
G(,) o G(,_l) o . . . o G. 
These equations mean that F(,.) and G(,) are obtained by applying F and G degree- 
wise. For example (F&C)(n) = FX(-, n). 
We can also iterate a natural transformation a : F -+ F of functors {@, Y} + Y. 
First, define up.) : F(,) + Fcr, inductively by T,(s)la(,) = a(r_l)Tr(s)l and a(1) = a, and 
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let a, = F,_i a(,) o u+~F(~). Similarly, we can iterate a natural transformation G + G 
of functors Y + { @, 5}. It is also clear that chains of natural transformations can 
be iterated. 
Proposition 3.11. If (F, G) is an adjoint pair or a fractional adjoint pair, then so is 
(F,,,G,,) for any n 2 1. 
Proof. We prove this for an adjoint pair, the case of a fractional adjoint pair being 
formally identical. 
Let q : Id + GF and E : FG + Id be the unit and counit of the adjunction. Natural 
transformations r,+) : Id -+ G(,)F(,) and scr) : F ,,Gc,, + Id are defined inductively 
by I?+(,) = ~(,-$,(s) 
\ and ?“,_I .scr) = .s+.i)T~_i. Now define Q, : Id + G,F,, and 
s,: F,G, + Id by Q = (G(n)m-iF(n)) 0 rcn) and sn = a,-1 0 (F,-~a(,-i)G,-I). 
The identities EF o Fq = Id and GE o yG = Id now imply the corresponding identities 
for r(+ scr) and for m, s,. 0 
Remark 3.12. If (F, G,~,E) satisfies just the unit (or cotmit) identity, then it is clear 
from the proof of 3.11 that the iterate (F,, G,,, v,,E,) also satisfies that identity. 
Definition 3.13. (i) A functor F: {@,F} 
functor Fc,): @^‘[F] -+ @‘-l 
+ F is iterable if each F(,) restricts to a 
[F]. Similarly, we can define G : 9 -+ { @, F} to be 
iterable. 
(ii) Let V = (F, G,QE) be as in Remark 3.12 (not necessarily satisfying the unit or 
counit identity). We say Y is iterable if F, G and each functor implicit in the chains 
of transformations r : Id - GF and a: FG -Id are iterable. 
All of the E-equivalences of categories of Section 1 are iterable as are the delooping 
machines of Examples 2.7-2.9. This is a consequence of the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.14. Suppose F : {@, F} + F and G : F -+ @[F] preserve quivalences, 
cofibrations and products up to homotopy, and F(*) = *. Then F and G are iterable, 
hence we obtain functors F,,: @‘[Y] + Y and Gn: Y + ‘@[5]. 
Proof. The conditions on F and G imply that F(,.) and G(,) restrict to fimctors F(,) : 
@^‘[F] + @r-1 [F] and G(,) : @+l [F] + @^‘[F] for r 2 1. For example, we need 
to show that F(,)Iy is a II-space in each variable and this is obvious except for the 
pullback condition. It is shown in [6, Appendix A] that this condition does in fact hold 
if V satisfies the lifting condition. 0 
Re_mark 3.15. In Section 4 we will need to know that the equivalence p : z = 
v*Q - L of Theorem 2.15 is iterable. This reduces to showing that the equiva- 
lence 5: W + B of Theorem 1.14 (constructed in [9]) is iterable and this is easily 
verified. 
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4. Uniqueness of n-fold delooping machines 
Let %Z” be the n-cubes operad and f : X + Y a map of %Zn-spaces with n 2 2. If A a 
commutative ring, then n& is a central submonoid of the A-algebra H&X; A) and the 
map in homology f* induces an A-algebra homomorphism & : I&(X; A)[Tc$]-’ --+ 
H*(Y; A), where R[S]-’ denotes the localization of the ring R with respect to the 
central submonoid S, [ll, Section 11. We observe that the same is true for a map 
f : X + Y of @-spaces when w is an A o. operad (and n 2 2). Here H*(X;A) 
means homology of the underlying space T”X = X( 1,. . . , 1). This follows easily from 
Proposition 3.9 and Theorem 3.10 using the equivalence a: %‘i’” -+ %Zn; see [6, IIL2.11 
for a direct proof. 
Definition 4.1. Let Q? be an A, operad and n 2 2. A map f : X + Y in @[F] 
is a group completion if Y is grouplike and f induces an isomorphism of A-algebras 
5: H*(X; A)[Tc&]-’ -+ &( Y; A) for all commutative rings A. 
Definition 4.2. (i) An n-fold delooping functor, n > 2, is a continuous fimctor 
W: @[S] -+ F which preserves equivalences and such that WX is (n - 1)-connected 
for any *-space X. 
(ii) An n-fold loop functor is a continuous functor L: 9 4 @[F] such that there 
is a natural equivalence L, 
-- 
on @[F]. 
- L for some iterable l-fold delooping machine ( W, L) 
(iii) An n-fold delooping machine, n 2 2, on @[F] is a triple (W,L,q) with W and 
L as above and a natural transformation ‘1: Id -L W which is a group completion. 
(iv) Let a : 9 + GT?,, be an equivalence of operads, n 2 2. An n-fold delooping 
machine on g[.F] is a triple (W, L, q) where W : g[F] 4 F and L: F + 3[9] are 
continuous functors with W satisfying the conditions in (i) above, q: Id -LW is 
a natural group completion and such that there is a natural equivalence ~*a~ -L, 
where a,, = i&G?‘. 
Equivalence of n-fold delooping machines is defined as for l-fold machines 
(Definition 2.3). The following proposition will provide some basic examples of n- 
fold delooping machines. 
Proposition 4.3. Let %? be an A, 
delooping machine on @[S]. 
operad and w = (W,L, q, E) an iterable l-fold 
(i) w,, = (W,,, L,, q,,) is an n-fold delooping machine on @[F]. 
(ii) E,: W,L,Y - Y is an equivalence if Y is (n - 1)-connected provided ~1 = E 
is an equivalence for connected Y. 
(iii) Zf 7‘4’” satisfies the unit or counit identity, then so does (W,,, L,, Q,, E,). 
Proof. (i) It is obvious from the definitions that W, and L, preserve equivalences. 
To show W,X is (n - 1 )-connected recall that W is equivalent to BE*, E : %? + A, 
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and that for any Aor-space 2 with Z( 1) r-connected, BZ is (Y + 1 )-connected. Now 
W,X = FVlV(2). ’ W,,JX is (n - 1 )-connected by induction. 
It remains to show that qn : X -L, W,,X is a group completion. Since, by defi- 
nition, Q.X = L(,)~,_I W(,)X o q,Jr we assume inductively that qr_t is a group com- 
pletion. We will show that L(,)q,_l W(,)X is an equivalence and q(,)X is a group 
completion, hence +X is a group completion. 
If r = 2, then +i W(,pX is a nonabelian group completion of the connected space 
W,,.$, hence an equivalence by Proposition 2.12. If r > 2, then it is a group com- 
pletion (in homology) of connected H-spaces and thus an equivalence. In either case 
L(,)q,_l W(,$ is an equivalence. 
To complete the proof it suffices to show q(,$( -, 1,. . . , 1) is a group completion. 
But this is the map q : X( -, 1,. . . , 1) -LWX(-,l,..., 1) and by Theorem 2.14 it 
suffices to consider the group completion for Segal’s machine or equivalently the unit of 
the (B,J) adjunction q: Z(-, 1,. . . , 1) -+ BZ(-, 1,. . . ,l) for Z a (d’s)‘-space (r 2 2). 
Now by Proposition 1.12 there is a monoid G and a natural equivalence Z( -, 1,. . . , 1) 
N RG and thus rrcG is a central submonoid of H*(G; A). Under this equivalence v 
corresponds to the standard map G -+ !2BlG which is a group completion by [12,15.1]. 
(ii) If Y is (n - 1)-connected, then L,_iY is connected and thus qn)Ln_lY is an 
equivalence. Since E, = E,_I o W,,_IE(,,)L,_I, &,Y is an equivalence by induction. 
(iii) This is immediate by Remark 3.12. 0 
Example 4.4. Segal’s n-fold delooping machine on (A“P)“[~]. 
This is defined to be a,, = (B,, A,, qn, E,), the n-fold iterate of Segal’s l-fold machine 
g (Example 2.8). Bn satisfies the unit identity by Proposition 4.3. 
Example 4.5. The l-fold machine 2 = (B, 6,?@) of Example 2.9 iterates to an n-fold 
delooping machine& = (B,,s,,&,&) on (A”P)“[S]. &, is a fractional adjoint pair 
by Proposition 3.11. 
Example 4.6. May’s n-fold delooping machine on gn[y]. 
From the adjoint pair (Z”,Q”) and the map of monads C,, -+ sZ”Z” we obtain -- -- 
an adjoint pair (C,, a,) and a map of monads -6, + Q,,Z, where z,, = C”T and - -- 
an = &?“. May’s n-fold machine is w = (B(Z,, C,, -),an,if) with group completion 
&i given by 
-- -- - -- 
X - B(C,, C,,X) + B(QJ,, C,,X) -+ SZ,B(&, C,,X). 
- 
w is an n-fold machine by Proposition 3.9 (iii) and [5, lo]. There is also a natural 
--- 
transformation SY : B(C,, C,, s2, Y) --+ Y induced by a similar transformation for May’s 
machine on %,,[y], [lo, 13.1 (vi)]. Then EY is an equivalence for Y (n- 1)-connected 
- 
and w with E satisfies the counit identity. 
Example 4.7. Let CI: %i@” + %?” be the equivalence of Section 3. If we replace gn by 
%?i@” in the previous example we obtain another n-fold machine w’ = ((B(rn, C,@“, -), 
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&q’) on %?t@‘[y]. As before there is a natural transformation E’Y: B(~~,,~‘“,~~Y) 
+ Y having the same properties as E in Example 4.6. 
Example 4.8. We construct an n-fold machine ?? = (B(g,, e, -), &,;i) on @?“[r]. 
The delooping and loop fimctors are (up tc isomorphism) the n-fold iterates of the 
functors of Example 2.7. However, q is not the n-fold iterate of the group completion 
of that example. To describe q recall the functor z : @? -+ %Tl@” of Section 3. The 
composite 
is a map of monads where Z is induced by r and the isomorphisms by z*i? 2 R”. We 
also have isomorphisms 2, g F’T” and 6, ?X RR&Y, and hence a map of monads 
Rnq@“Tn + R”@‘C”T” Z G,,T,. 
Composing we have a : q + ?&,z,, a map of monads and thus also a map of 
@-fimctors. Now we can define ;i by 
where L? = B(a, l,l). 
It is shown in [6] that 2, hence 6, is a group completion. 
Ifv:%--+9isamapofA, operads, then as in Proposition 1.8 we have functors 
v$ : @[F] -+ ~[~_I and (vn)* : $[F] -+ @[F] with v:X = B(@,e,X) and 
(v”)* Y = Y. If v : W + 9 is a map of arbitrary operads, then there are similarly 
defined functors v, : ??[S] + ?@F] and v* : g[F] + %?[F]. 
Proposition 4.9. (i) If v : V + 9 is a map of A, operads, then n-fold delooping 
machines W on @‘[F] and W’ on @‘[F] determine n-fold delooping machines 
v$W on %‘[Y] and (v”)*W’ on @‘[F]. Zf W satisjies the unit identity, then so 
does v:W. If W’ satisfies the counit identity, then so does (v”)*W’. 
(ii) Let V and W’ be l-fold delooping machines on @[F] and &F]. If W 
and WI are iterable, then so are v, W and v* W’. Moreover, if L : F + %[Y] is 
any iterable loop functor, then (v*L), = (v”)*L,. 
(iii) Zf v: V + 9 is an equivalence of operads, then n-fold delooping machines W 
on %?[F] and W’ on g[F] determine n-fold delooping machines v,W on g[S] and 
v* W’ on %?[F]]. Zf W satisfies the unit identity, then so does v, W. If W’ satisfies 
the counit identity, then so does v* W’. 
Proof. (i) and (iii) are proved just like Proposition 2.11. 
For (ii) suppose w and w’ are iterable l-fold machines. Recalling the definitions 
of v,9V and v*“llr’ and observing that the transformations q : Id - v*v, and E : 
v*v* - Id of Proposition 1.8 are iterable, it follows easily that v, w and v* ?V are 
iterable. 
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Finally, it is easy to check that the identity (v*G)~ = (v”)*Gn holds for any iterable 
G: y + &y]. 0 
Proposition 4.10. If f : X - Y is a group completion in %“[9] and (W, L) is an 
n-fold delooping machine on @‘[[,I, then Wf is an equivalence. 
Proof. Since WX and IVY are (n - 1 )-connected it suffices to show 52” Wf is an 
equivalence. Write H* for H*(-; A). Since, Y is grouplike we have a commutative 
diagram 
H,J!$c,X]-’ : H,Y 
t 
z 
I 
I 
(LJTf 1. 
H,LwX H,LWY 
and hence LWf is a homology isomorphism. By definition there is a l-fold machine 
-- 
(W,L) on @[^[s] and an equivalence z,, N L, and by Theorem 2.15 an equiva- 
lence QZ N (z_Z)(l). It follows that Sz” Wf is a homology isomorphism of grouplike 
H-spaces, hence an equivalence. 0 
Theorem 4.11. If V is an A, operad, then any two n-fold delooping machines on 
@[F] are equivalent. 
-- 
Proof. Let (W,L) be any n-fold machine on @[F] and let (W, L,Fj,E) denote the 
n-fold iterate of the l-fold machine v* %, where v : 97 + A? and 2 is the delooping 
machine of Example 2.9. This machine satisfies the counit identity by Propositions 
2.10 and 2.11. 
By definition there is a l-fold machine ( W’, L’) and an equivalence LA -+-- L 
and by Theorem 2.15 an equivalence v*6 -L’ which iterates to an equivalence 
1 = <v*m>, - LL. Hence, we obtain an equivalence p : z -L. Define natural 
transformations ?j and [ by 
5: Id LLW -“;ICYEW 
-- 
c:w -K WLW -w w. 
Then ‘;i is clearly a group completion and thus [ : w - W is an equivalence by 
Propositions 4.3 and 4.10. The proof that the diagram 
commutes is now formally the same as for Theorem 2.15. 0 
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Theorem 4.12. Let c( : 9 + Wn be an equivalence (e.g. 9 = S,““). Then any two 
n-fold delooping machines on g[F] are equivalent. 
Proof. If (W,L) is any n-fold machine on g[F], then there is an equivalence p : 
a*an 
-- 
-L. Now May’s machine W’” = (B(C,, C,, -),&) satisfies the counit iden- 
tity and therefore a*W does also. ( W,L) and a*%‘” are now shown to be equivalent 
as in Theorem 4.11. 0 
Define functors z* : ‘313”[~] + ‘%ln[F] and z, : @$?“[F] --f GT?~@“[F] by z*Y = Yoz 
and rJ = i?B(C,@“T”,@,X), where r is the functor of Example 4.8. In Section 5 
we will show that (q,r*) determines an En-equivalence of the categories @i?“[F] 
and Wi@“[F] (Theorem 3.10.). Given this the proof of the following proposition is 
straightforward. 
Proposition 4.13. Let W and WI 
%?F”[F] respectively. 
(i) q and z* determine n-fold 
on @[F]. 
be n-fold delooping machines on @‘[F] and 
delooping machines QW on W1@“[F] and z*W’ 
(ii) If W satis3es the unit identity, then so does z,W. Zf W’ satisfies the counit 
identity, then so does z* W’. 
We conclude with a sample application of these results. Consider the diagram of 
E,,-equivalences of categories 
Given n-fold delooping machines W and W’ defined on any two of the cate- 
gories in the diagram we can transfer them both to the same category by use of 
Propositions 3.9 and 4.13. These two n-fold machines are then equivalent by The- 
orems 4.11 and 4.12. In particular, the n-fold machines of May and Segal (Exam- 
ples 4.4 and 4.6) are equivalent when viewed as machines on any of the four 
categories. 
5. Tensor products of A, structures and s.h. C-spaces 
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 3.10. It is convenient to prove the 
following more general result. 
Theorem 5.1. Let 9? + %I be a map of A, operads such that V@’ + W,@’ is an 
equivalence. If n 2 2, then the categories @[F] and %@‘“[F-] are E,,-equivalent. 
Proof. Define functors z, : @‘“[F] A WQn[F] and r* : %@a[F] + @[.F] by rJ= 
i?B(C@““T”, *,X) and r* Y = Y o r, where z : @’ --+ GPn is the fimctor of Section 3. 
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Let ye and E be given by 
E: gz*Y = i?B(C@‘“T”,?“,z*Y) 1: zB(C@‘“T, w, Y) 
%&lJ) -- 
- B(C@“, CBn, Y) 2 Y 
where ? and z’ are induced by the transformations ?” + z*i?C@‘T” and ?‘r* + 
z*C@. One can verify that the counit identity holds for (G, r*, q, a). Since the maps z, 
B( p, 1,l) and EY are equivalences it is easy to see from the diagram that establishes the 
counit identity that ? an equivalence implies z’ an equivalence. Now 3 is an equivalence 
by Proposition 5.2 and hence (q,r*, QE) is an &-equivalence of categories. 0 
Proposition 5.2. The map ? : B(e, ?“,X) + R”B(C@‘T”,?‘,X) is an equivalence 
for any @-space X. 
We have used the isomorphism R” E z*?? to rewrite ?. This result follows from the 
next two propositions. The second refers to the whiskering d’ of an operad &‘, [lo]. 
Proposition 5.3. The map ? is an equivalence if X = z* Y for a GP-space Y. 
Proposition 5.4. Let V be any A, operad and let d = V’. If X is a @-space, then 
there is a natural equivalence of&-“-spaces X - R”Z for some d@l”-space Z. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Consider the diagram 
B@,?‘,X) 4 = B(A^“,,A^“, X) 
c( 
B(A’k, R”Z) 
I 
f 
I I 
7 
R”B(C@‘T:?,X) . ’ R”B(Aafl T: A’: X) ’ - R”B(A@‘T:A’:R”Z) 
It is shown in [7, Appendix A] that the natural map & + %! induces an equivalence 
J@‘” + V@“. It follows that p is an equivalence and, by Proposition 5.3, that ? is 
an equivalence. By Proposition 5.4, a and B are equivalences and thus ? is also an 
equivalence. 0 
It remains to prove Propositions 5.3 and 5.4. To simplify the notation let TX = 
B(e,?“,X) and AX = R”B(C@“T”,?“,X), so that we have maps X & TX 5 AX, 
where 1 is inclusion into 0-simplices, an equivalence. 
By Proposition 3.9 it is sufficient to prove Proposition 5.3 for X = R”Z with Z a 
%‘@‘“-space. This assumption will simplify some of the arguments given below. 
Lemma 5.5. ~7: z,-JR”Z + xoAR”Z is a bijection for any %@‘-space Z. 
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Proof. Recall that for a simplicial space Y, nsY is the coequalizer of the diagram 
dc,di : QY~ + ~oYo. Note also that we have ~~oC@~Z E x&,*“Y %’ rr&,.Z % NrroZ 
where the last isomorphism is by [10,8.14]. 
Now r@? is surjective if the map (on no) of 0-simplices &?‘R”Z --+ nORnC@‘“Z g
NnoZ is surjective. This is obvious since the map is a homomorphism of commutative 
monoids and the image contains ~2, a set of generators for NrroZ. 
Using the above isomorphisms noAR”Z is the coequalizer of the diagram 
do,d, : Nno?R”Z % NzoRnC@“Z 2 NNnoZ 3 NxoZ 
where 5 is the N-algebra structure map for QZ. Also note that the map rco(?o r) is 
the composite xoR”Z v NIQR”Z EL IToC@~R~Z --+ TToAR”Z. It is now easy to show that 
n&o I) is injective and hence rco? is also injective. q 
The main step in proving Proposition 5.3 is showing that ? is an acyclic map when 
restricted to each component. The next proposition summarizes the facts about acyclic 
maps we will need. 
Proposition 5.6. (i) Let f : Y --+ Z be a map of connected spaces and let F be the 
homotopy jiber off. 
(a) If f is acyclic (i.e. g*(F) = 0) and 7cl( f) is an isomorphism, then f is an 
equivalence. 
(b) Suppose nl(Cf) is abelian, where Cf is the mapping cone of f. Then f is 
acyclic tf and only if Cf is (weakly) contractible. 
(ii) Let f : Y + Z be a map of spaces (not necessarily connected) with 7tof a 
bijection and Al abelian. Then f is acyclic on each component if and only if 
Cf is (weakly) contractible. 
Proof. (a) is proved in [2, Ch. 41 and (b) follows easily from (a). 
To prove (ii) we can assume f is a cofibration so that Cf E Z/Y EE’ v Z,/Y,, where 
Y, denotes the path component of a E Y and the wedge is over rcsY. Since each 
ni(Za/Ya) injects into rri(Z/Y) we can now apply (b) to each component. 0 
We will show that ? is acyclic on each component by showing that the cofiber C? 
is contractible, so we need to know mapping cones exist in @[F]. Regard the unit 
interval I as a commutative monoid under s . t = min{s, t}, so that R”I is a @- 
space. If f : X + Y is a map of @“-spaces, define the mapping cone Cf levelwise 
by 
Cf (ml , . . . ,m,) = (I” x X(ml,. . . , m,))~Wb...,m.)/ - 
where m = l-J:=, mi and with (0 ,..., 0,x) N f(X), (t ,..., t,*) - (l,..., l,*) and 
(l,...,l,X) N (1,. . . , 1, *). With the obvious definition on morphisms we obtain a 
functor Cf : 6% -+ Jo and it is easy to check Cf is a @-space. 
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Lemma 5.7. The cojiber C? is contractible. 
Proof. Let tl : %’ + 971 be our given map of A, operads and consider the n-fold 
machine (a’)*% on @‘[Y], where % is the n-fold machine of Example 4.8. The 
delooping functor for (a”)*g is W = B(%,,@,$!(-)), and we claim that IV? is an 
equivalence. To see this consider the maps 
in which y is a group completion and ro?t is (up to equivalence) the group completion 
of Example 4.8. It follows that B(C,,@,?i) is an equivalence and hence IV? is also 
an equivalence. 
Now from the fact that W preserves cofiber seyences we obtain W(C?) N C(fi) 
1: *. Also since C? is connected we have C? 2: fi2, WC? (from the group completion 
of (cx”)*%‘“) and thus C?~li *. 0 
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Let X = R”Z and 3 = 7 o 1 : X + AX. For a E X let 
Jo : X, -+ (AX), be the map J restricted to the path component of a. From the above 
lemmas we know that ?a is acyclic and hence ja is also acyclic. By Proposition 5.6 it 
remains to show that rci(~~) is an isomorphism. 
If F is the homotopy fiber of Jo, then it follows from the exact homotopy sequence 
of the fibration F --+ X, + (AX), that rci(~~) is surjective. Also the map 
p,, : AX = R”B(@T”, ?,R”Z) 4 R”B(C@“, @,Z) 2 R”Z 
where r’ = R”B( 1, r, 1 ), is a let? inverse for J so ni(~~) is injective. Thus ja and hence 
?a is an equivalence. 0 
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 5.4. Throughout the proof we will use the 
notation: 
r, = B(?, 2, -) A,, = R”B(C@‘“T”, 2, -) 
h h 
J% = B(C*, C*, -) r(i) = B(C(z), C(z), -) 
for 1 I i 5 n where C*2 C(I, :_Ji”‘[Y] + IZ”[Y] are the monads in which C* is C 
applied degreewise and Cc,) is C applied to the ith variable. 
Recall the fimctors Ri and e” defined at the beginning of Section 3. If X is a 
@-space, then the natural map rro) : EQX -+ EcijRiTiX S R,GT,X is a map of G?‘- 
spaces and we obtain equivalences of V-spaces 
R2Z2 : r(ljR2Z2 A R~B(C*T&,R&) = RIZI 
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where 6 is induced by z(t). Now consider the diagram 
Z,V) - 
41.4 
I . rV) I 34 
u-w> U6(‘J) U(T,T;,,R,Z,)(e) 
where e = (mz,. . . , m,). We explain the upper square first. 
Lemma 5.8. Suppose E: U -+ V is a (strong) deformation retraction by a homotopy 
H such that H(s, H(t, -)) = H(s . t, -) where s. t = min{s, t}. Zf V is a V-space, then 
U is a %?I-space and E is a V’-map. We say that E (or H) is multiplicative. 
Proof. If (V,e) is a V-space, define a ‘3’ action on U as follows. Let B:(c,x) = 
O,(C,E(X)) if c E %9(j) and t!$(c,x) = H(c,x) if c E Zc%‘(l), where H(l, -) = 1~. 
0 
The maps TIE, ET, and ETlr(l) are multiplicative deformation retractions and 
(TIR~Z~)(J) is a %-space, so by Lemma 5.8 we get a V’ structure on (T~r(l)RzZz)(&) 
such that T,E is a V/-map. Also there is a naturality statement for Lemma 5.8 which 
applies here since ET1 and ETlr(l) are multiplicative. Thus, we get V’ structures on 
(T(IjTlT(I~R2Z2)(Q and (T(~)TIR~Z,)(~) such that ~(~)TIE and ETlrcl) are ‘@‘-maps. 
If we remove “P from the upper square and apply RI we then have a commutative 
square of @ x @(“-‘)-spaces. 
The lower square arises from Lada’s theory of s.h. C-spaces [5]. U = @C’, C’, -) 
is a fimctor from s.h. C’-spaces to @“-spaces. 6( l,&) is an s.h. Cl-map (proved below) 
and U6( 1, e), r(e) and F(e) are equivalences and maps of V-spaces. Since this is done 
degreewise the maps r, i: and U&l,-) are maps of @(“-‘)-spaces and therefore Rlr, 
RlF and RI U6( 1, -) are maps of @ x @(“-‘)-spaces. 
Proof of Proposition 5.4. Taking the chain of maps around the bottom of the lower 
square and the top of the upper square gives an equivalence of @ x @(“-‘)-spaces 
(hence of 2”-spaces) 
(*) X N R2Z2 z RIZ, 2 R,~~__ITIR~Z~. 
We use this to prove 5.4 by induction on n. We will also use the fact (easily proved) 
that if X = R”Z is a @‘-space, then Z is a @@‘“-space. 
If n = 2 we have the equivalences of 2-spaces X 2: RlrlTlR2Z2 2 RIT~R~T~Z~ s 
R2&TlZ2. Thus X N R2Z as s2-spaces with Z = r*TlZ2 an &‘@2-space. It follows 
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from the proof of Proposition 5.2 that 7: TZ + 42 is an equivalence for all @‘-spaces. 
For n 2 3 suppose 7: r,_r + A,_, is an equivalence for all @(“-‘)-spaces and let X 
be a @-space. Then by applying r,_t and A,._1 degreewise to the last n - 1 variables 
we obtain an equivalence of @‘-spaces 7: r,_rX --t A,_lX = R”-‘Y so that X N 
R”-‘Y S R;-‘Y with Y a @-space and each Y(m) a V@‘(“-‘j-space. Now taking 22 = 
Ri-=Y in (*) above gives an equivalence of zz?“-spaces Ri-’ Y N RlT,_l TlR2Z2 S 
RITn_lR”-lT~Y. By Proposition 5.3, ?i‘: T,_lR”-‘TIY + A,,_lR”-‘TlY is an equiva- 
lence of _&-‘)- spaces and we will show that each ?(‘<e) is a map of &-spaces. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
(T,_,R”-‘T, Y)(d) ‘V) p (A,_$-‘T, Y)(t) 
where p,,-1 is the map of the proof of Proposition 5.3 and E is the map ET1 of the 
main diagram via the isomorphism RflplT~ Y E TlR2Z2. Recall that (by Lemma 5.8) 
the q-space structure on (R”-‘TlY)(f) induces a %” structure on (Tn_IRn-*T~Y)(G) 
with E a V-map. Now ~,+i(e) is a multiplicative deformation retract and thus by 
Lemma 5.8 (and its naturality) (A,_~R”-lTl Y)(l) is a V’-space such that p,_r(e) and 
?(;(e) are %/-maps. It follows that RI? is a map of 2^“-spaces and putting the above 
equivalences together we obtain equivalences of &?“-spaces X N RIT,,_lRn-’ TI Y N 
RIA,_lRn-lTIY 2 RnZ with Z = B(C~(“-l)Tn-l,~(“-L),R”-lT~Y) an s9@‘“-space. 
It remains ? prove that 6( l,~?) is an s.h. C’-map. Since the argument involves only 
the first two V structures we can assume n = 2 and by Proposition 3.9 we may assume 
that X is an 2=-spate. By homotopy invariance of s.h. C-maps it now sufhces to show 
6( 1, m) is an s.h.M’-map. Using standard isomorphisms we can write this map as 
6(l,m): TB(i&i,, ZT) + B(MT$, Zy) 
where ZT is the m-fold product in 2[r]. Since both functors preserve products up 
to homotopy it is enough to prove 6( 1,1) is an s.h.M’-map. Now consider the maps 
Z=(l) = Z-Z2 E TB(lij,~,Z2)6(1’1!B(MT,~,Z2) = Zr(1) 
and let 1 : Z2 + B(G,2,Z2) be the inclusion. Since TE is an &‘-map and Tz is a 
homotopy inverse, it follows that Tr is an s.h.M’-map and hence it suffices to show 
h = 6( 1,l) o Tt is an s.h.M’-map. We will show that h is in fact an s.h.M-map. 
Given a monoid (Z,m), the multiplication map m determines iterated multiplication 
maps ZJ 4 Z which induce the M-algebra map A4Z -+ Z. For notational convenience 
we will denote all of these maps by m as well. Thus we say that (Z,m) is an s.h.M- 
space. The monoid multiplications on Zt( 1) and Zz( 1) will be denoted by mi and m2 
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respectively. In this notation we need to show that h = 6( 1,1) o TI : (&( 1 ), mz) + 
(Zi(l),mi) is an s.h.M-map. 
If Y = Z2( 1) as a space, then the map h factors as 
~~(1) 3 Y 3 B(MT,%,Z2) =-G(l) 
where 7 = id and go is the inclusion. We will define an s.h.M structure {r,} on Y 
such that 7 and go are s.h.M-maps, and it follows that h = go o f is an s.h.M-map. 
Thus Proposition 5.10 completes the proof that 6( 1,6’) is an s.h. C/-map. 
Lemma 5.9. Let R2Z be an d2-space. 
(i) Homotopy inverses p(j) for x(j) : Z(j) + Z(1)’ can be chosen such that 
p( 1) = id and p : RTZ -+ Z is natural for injections in II. 
(ii) There are homotopies Hj: ET o p(j) N m such that 
Hj(t, X1 ,..., Xj)=Hj-l(t,Xl,..., i,,...,X,) 
if xi = *, where ~7 : j + 1 is e&ctive and m : Z( 1 )j --) Z( 1) is the monoid product, 
Proof. The two statements are proved simultaneously by induction on j using Propo- 
sition 2.1 of Lada’s paper [5, p. 4121. 0 
Proposition 5.10. Let Z1 and Z2 be as above and let Y = Zz( 1) as a space. Then the 
data of Lemma 5.9 induces an s.h.M structure {&,} on Y such that 7: (Z2( l),mz) + 
(Y,{&)) and go: (Y,{&)) --+ (zl(l),ml) are s.h.M-maps. 
Proof. We first define an s.h.M structure {en} on Y, where 5, : I” x M”+l Y + Y. 
Taking Z = Z2 and m = m2 in the previous lemma we obtain a map m2 : MY + Y. 
Similarly, the maps .sy o p(j) give a map 50 : MY + Y and the homotopies {H,} give 
a homotopy F : <O N m2. 
Let p : M2 + M be the monad structure map and define 51 by 
51(t, -1 = 
(F 0 cLK% -) ifO<t<i 
(FoMF)(2-2t,-) if i I tl 1 
For n L 2 and 1 < j I n let T, (respectively Tj) be the subset of I” which is the 
cone with base the (n - 1 )-face of I” given by x, = 0 (respectively xj = 1) and with 
cone point (i,..., i ). If & has been defined for i = 0,. . . , n - 1, then let 
n 
i;n_l(tl ,..., 9 ,..., tn, MJ-‘pM-‘(-)) on q, if 
l<j<n 
Mt1, . . ..t.,-) = 
W - 2t1, ML-l(h,. . . ,tn, ->I on Fi 
tj-l(tl,. . ., ti_1, M’tn_j(tj+l,. . .,t”,-)) on c, if 
l<j<n 
5n-l(h, . . . , tn_l, M”F(2 - 2t,,, -)) on P, 
This defines an s.h.M structure {&} on Y. 
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We now show that the inverse map j-0 = id : Y ---) Zz( 1) is an s.h.M-map. Thus, 
we need to define appropriate maps fn : I” x M”Y --+ Zz( 1). Let j-1 be the reverse of 
the homotopy F. If fi has been defined for i = 0,. . . , n - 1, then let 
f n(t19 . . ..t.,-) = 5n--l(t2,...,tn,-) on T1 
fi-l(U:,...,~~_~,M’-‘r,-j(v:+l,...,~~,-)) on <, if 
l<j<n 
“Ll(~;,...,~_l, M”-‘f1(2tn - 1, -)) on f, 
where u/ = ti - tl and z$ = tl + tj - 1. Then j-0 is an s.h.M-map via {fn}. 
Finally, we define maps g,, : I” x M” Y + Zl( 1) that make go an s.h.M-map. A slight 
modification of Lemma 5.9 yields a homotopy gl : Z x MY -+ Zl( 1) with g1 : go o 50 21 
ml oMg0. If gi has been defined for i = O,...,n - 1, then let 
‘(~zO~f,-l)(t2--l,...,tn-t1,-) on Tl 
fn&,...$’ , )...) 4, Iw2/.N”-J(-)) on l& if 
2<j<n 
Sn(h ,...,t*,-) = 
(ml oh@,-l)(t2 - tl,...,b - h,-1 on Tl 
&_@;,. . .,q,. . .,u;, Mj-2pM”-j(-)> on q, if 
2<j<n 
So 0 cl-l(f2 ,...,L--1 on F1 
g~_l(V(,...rU~_l,~~-lSn-j(llj+l,...,U;I,-)) on F,, if 
l<j<n 
c&l-l($. * * ,4-l, M”-‘g@n - 1, -)I on F, 
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